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IMPORTANT: This Supplement should be read in conjunction with the Prospectus and the
relevant product key fact statement(s) which together form the offering documents of the
Company vis-à-vis its Segregated Portfolio(s). Words and phrases used in this Supplement
shall, unless otherwise provided herein, have the same meanings as are ascribed to them in the
Prospectus. If you are in any doubt about the contents of this Supplement and/or the
Prospectus and/or the relevant product key fact statement(s), you should seek independent
professional financial advice.
The Directors of the Company accept full responsibility for the accuracy of the information contained in
the Prospectus and this Supplement and confirm, having made all reasonable enquiries that to the best
of their knowledge and belief there are no other facts the omission of which would make any statement
misleading.
Unless otherwise updated as set out herein, the Prospectus remains in full force and effect.
***
1.

General Updates

1.1. Wendy Lim was appointed as a Director of the Company with effect from 4 February 2016, Bruno
Lee was appointed as a Director of the Company with effect from 1 March 2016 and Shirley Lam
resigned as a Director of the Company with effect from 29 February 2016. Accordingly, (i) all
references to “Shirley Choi Wah Lam” throughout the Prospectus as a Director of the Company are
hereby deleted with effect from 29 February 2016 and replaced with “Wendy Lim” and “Bruno Lee”
with effect from 4 February 2016 and 1 March 2016, respectively; (ii) the biography of Shirley Lam
in Section 5.1 of Part I of the Prospectus is deleted in its entirety with effect from 29 February 2016;
and (iii) the following biographies of Wendy Lim and Bruno Lee are hereby inserted into Section
5.1 of Part I of the Prospectus with effect from 4 February 2016 and 1 March 2016, respectively:
“Wendy Lim – Ms. Lim is the Chief Executive Officer for Manulife Asset Management (Singapore)
Pte. Ltd. and is responsible for the growth and development of the firm's wealth and asset
management business in Singapore. She works with the affiliated insurance company and
distribution partners to develop and deliver investment and retirement solutions across the mutual
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fund, pension and investment-linked insurance platforms for high net-worth and retail clients, in
addition to providing comprehensive asset management solutions for institutional clients.
Ms. Lim has spent the majority of her 25-plus year career in the financial services industry in
Singapore and across the Asia Pacific region and prior to joining Manulife, held a variety of senior
roles in retail banking and wealth management with prominent international investment banks.
She most recently served as the Chief Executive Officer, Singapore and Managing Director for
Business Development and Marketing for Asia Pacific with a leading US-based investment
management company.
Ms. Lim holds a Bachelor of Science and a Master of Business Administration (MBA) from Indiana
State University in the US.”
“Bruno Lee – Mr. Lee is the Head of Partnership, Product and Platform Development, Wealth and
Asset Management, Asia of MAMHK. Based in Hong Kong, Mr. Lee is responsible for expanding
Manulife Asset Management’s intermediary channels, securing new partners, developing
wholesaling capabilities and delivering a product suite to meet the needs of customers across all
channels in Asia. He is also responsible for overseeing manager selection, performance
monitoring and review of all managers across Asia platforms.
Mr. Lee is a wealth and asset management veteran and has been in the industry since 1991. He
joined MAMHK from one of the major international asset management companies, where he was
Regional Head of Retail, Asia ex-Japan. Previous to this, Mr. Lee held senior roles in wealth
management and retail banking with a prominent international bank and leading global asset
management firms in Hong Kong and Taiwan.
Mr. Lee holds a Bachelor of Arts (with Honors in Economics) from the University of Calgary,
Canada, and a Master of Science in Investment Management from The Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology.”
1.2. The note in relation to the Asia-Pacific Equity Income Segregated Portfolio (“Asia-Pacific Equity
Income Fund”) at the end of Section D9.1 of Part II of the Prospectus (as inserted pursuant to the
Fourth Supplement to the Prospectus dated April 2015) shall be deleted in its entirety and replaced
by the following with effect from 1 March 2016:
“Note: The management fee for each Class of Shares as listed above shall be reduced to 0.50%
per annum of the NAV (except for Class T (USD) Inc which shall be reduced to 0.17% per annum
of the NAV) and such reduced rates shall apply until such further date as determined by the
Directors of the Company and notified to Shareholders of the Asia-Pacific Equity Income Fund by
the Company.”
***
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